Despite these provisions, in or around 1985 the Union and the District began holding
special "bump" meetings for SETA employees each summer. These "bump" meetings invited all
SETA employees in the district and provided written notice about which SETA positions would
not be continued the following scbol year, as well aswhichSETA positions would be available
. .. .

-. ... .

for the following school year. ' ~ r o mthere, the most senior SETA k.m.pl'oyee was allowed to
choose from the available positions;followed by the next most seGor SETA employee, and so

.. .

,

j

on. ~ m ~ l o ~whose
e e s positions had been eliminated or restructured were-allowed to "bump"
..

into any SETA position occupied by a leis senior SETA employee, with some limifations. These
summer bump meetings took place every summer through 2003.

In the summer of 2004, the District did not hold a bump meeting for SETA employees.
The District gave the Union notice that it intended to end the practide of holding summer bump
meetings on at least two occasions that spring during the initial negotiations of a successor CBA.
The active CBA expired on June 30,2004. In August of 2004, while negotiations for a successor
CBA were still ongoing, the District notified three SETA employees (00, Funnel, and Walsh)

that their positions were not needed for the upcoming school year. The District then followed a
new procedure in notifying the laid-off SETA employees, and other members of the Union, of
eight vacant SETA positions. Upon receiving notice of the vacancies, the three SETA
employees successfully obtained employment elsewhere with the District.
TheUnion filed a grievance on August 24,2004, challenging the way theDistrict dealt
eight
d vacant SETA positions. In ~ct'oberof 2004,
with the discontinued ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o s i .t .i o nthe, &

.

. .

the Union made anattempt to arbitrate the issues, butthe District refused on the ground that the
.

2002-04 CBA hadexpired and the particshad not yet completed negotiations foi a successor .
.

.

agreement. On Octqbkr 15, the Union filed a complaint with WERC'alleging prohibited practice

.

.

.

by the District in unilaterally changing the status quo during a contract hiatus, in violation of
Wis. Stat. 5 111.70(3)(a)4. Also, the Union alleged that the District violated the collective
bargaining agreement, thereby violating Wis. Stat. 8 111.70(3)(a)5. While this complaint was
before the Commission, the Union and the District agreed to their successor Collective
Bargaining Agreement for 2004-06. Eventually, the Union and the District agreed to petition
WERC to decide on the uni~ateral'chan~e
in the status quo and the breach of contract issues.
The Hearing Examiner concluded that the District did not violate either statute and
dismissed the complaint entirely, The Examiner held that the job vacancy and layoff practices at
the bump meetings ran contrary to the relevant provisions of the CBA, that Section 17,Ol of the
CBA (quoted and discussed more thoroughly below) specifically barred unwritten practices not
'

addressed in the contract from becoming binding on either party, therefore, ending the bump
meetings did not violate the collective bargaining agreement. The Examiner also decided that
the summer bump meeting practice was not part of the dynamic status quo that the District was
required to maintain at the expiration of the old CBA. The Examiner fallowed the past
Commission interpretation of the dynamic status quo in Outagamie County, Dec. No. 27861-B

a

(WERC, 8/94), to conclude that party's rights while maintaining the dynamic status quo
. . ina ally, the Examiner decided that
include all rights Ad privileges established by the contract.
.
.

any violation of statutory or contractual rights by the District's actions in notifying On,Funnel,

~

and Walsb of the discontinuation of their positions and bumping rights was mooted because each
employee successfully attained employment positions elsewhere in the District.
The Union appealed the Examiner's decision to WERC on September 27,2005. On
March 31, 2006, the Commission reversed the Examiner's decision and concluded that the
District violated Wis. Stat.

5 111.70(3)(a)4 and 5.

In its decision, the Commission determined

that the District had the contractual right to end the bump meetings under the collective
bargaining agreement, but maintained that the dynamic status quo doctrine with respect to Wis.
Stat. 8 111,70(3)(a)4prevented the District from unilaterally renouncing this practice due to its
long-standing occurrence. Also, the.Commissionconcluded that the District inadequatelygave
layoff notice and bumping rights to Ott, Funnel, and Walsh, thereby violating section 7.04 of the
CBA and Wis. Stat. 3 111.70(3)(a)5. The Commission limited remedies to prospective relief,
ordering the District to comply with MERA as it was interpreted by the Commission in this case.
0n.August 7,2006, upon rehearing, the Commission clarified its decision but & i e d the main

,

result.
On September 6,2006, the District petitioned for judicial review, and the case is
.

.

presently before this court.

.

.

.. . .. .

This case requires the court to review the Commission's interpretation of two Wisconsin
statutes under MERA and the Collective.BargainingAgreement between the Union and the
District.
.

.

The court may apply one of three k d , i r d s of review when examining an agency's
interpretation of a statute. These are great weight, due weight, and de novo. Jicha v. State Dep 't

ofIndustty, Labor & Human Rights Div., 169 Wi. 2d 284,290-291,485 N.W.2d 256 (1992).
An administrative agency is given great weight deference where "1) the agency was charged by

the legislature with the duty of administering the statute; 2) the interpretation of the agency is
one of long-standing; 3) the agency employed its specialized knowledge or expertise in forming
the interpretation; and 4) the agency's interpretation will provide consistency arid .unifohity in
the application of the statute." Dodgeland Educ. Ass'n v. Wis. Empl. Rels. Comm 'n, 2002 WI 22,

125,250 Wis.2d 357,639 N.W.2d 733. The court may apply due weight deference when an
agency has had opportunities to interpret the statute in the past, but then takes a position different
from the preceding decisions. Stoughton Trailers v. Labor & Indus. Review Comm 'n,2006 WI
App 157,721,295 Wis.2d 750,721 N.W.2d' 102. The due deference standard ailows the court to .
replace the agency's decision if the court finds a different interpretation of the statute to be more
reasonable than the agency's interpretation. Id. at 71 7. De novo review is where the court gives
no deference to the agency's interpretation of the statute and it is used when an agency is dealing
with an issue that is clearly one of first impression, or where the agency's position on an issue
has been so inconsistent that it provides no real guidance. Clean Wis.. Inc. v. PSC of Wis., 2005
WI 93,843,282 Wis.2d 250,700N.W.2d 768.
The Union argues that this court should apply great weight deference. The Union asserts
that there is no dispute regarding the first, third, and fourth prongs of the great weight deference
test listed above. The Union argues that the Commission has been charged with administering

MERA, it has specialized knowledge and expertise in making determinations in cases involving
alleged prohibited practices by an employer or violation of collective bargaining agreement, and
that its decision in the instant case will make more uniform and consistent the application of

MERA to cases involving unilateral employer actions. Regarding the second requirement for
great weight deference, the Union argues that the Commission's decision actually harmonizes
the instant case and apparent inconsistencies with past interpretations by the Commission.
Therefore, the Union believes that the four requirements for great weight deference have been
met.

.
The District argues that this court should review the Commission's interpretation de

novo, or at most, with due weight deference. The District does not argue that this is a case of

.

'

first impression. The District does, however, argue that the Commission's view of what
circumstances permit an employer to unilaterally change a past practice that is contrary to the
language in a collective bargaining agreement has been applied inconsistently, without sufficient
explanation. If this court finds this.to be the case, the District asserts that de novo review is
required. The ~$%talsq.,nqtes
that due weight
:.r:.::i.'.
..
. . deference is applicable when an agency's
,,

.

..::v::;:::;.

'

.:.;

..

decisioil C. s k. .e. $ ~ 6 ~ $ t ~ p r o a ~ h ' f previo&'inter~e~ons.
rom
,Therefore,the District argues
..

.-

?

_... ...: ... . .

that due weight d e ~ ~ ~ ~ c e ' m i ga&opriate
htbe
id this case.

. .

.

.

.

.
.

..

In its brief, the Commission argues that this court should apply due weight deference to
its interpretation of the statute. While the Commission's interpretations of MERA are generally
entitled to great weight deference, the Commission concedes that great weight deference is not
appropriate in this case because its interpretation is not a longstanding one and might appear to
deviate from its previous decision in Outagamie County. Therefore, the Commission asserts that
this court should apply the due weight standard when reviewing the Commission's decision.

I conclude due weight deference is the appropriate standard of review in this case. Here,
the Commission concluded that the District violated Wis. Stat. 5 111.70(3)(a)4 by unilaterally
ending the SETA "summer bump" meetings, despite the fact that this practice ran contrary to the
contractual language of the Collective Bargaining Agreement and a clause in the CBA
preventing unwritten practices fiom becoming biding commitments. However, this
determination is a different interpretation from Commission decisions in the past. In its decision,
the Commission cited favorably to cases such as City of Stevens Point, Dec. No. 21646-B
(WERC, 8/85) and Outagamie Counfy, and implicitly reasoned that it was following Outagamle
County in issuing its decision. However, as I discuss in further detail below, 1conclude that the
Commission's interpretation of this issue is different from that articulated in Outagamie County

..

and other past Commission decisions. Therefore, this court will apply the standard of due weight
deference to the Commission in this case.
In reviewing the Commission's interpretation of Wis. Stat. 8 111.70(3)(a)5, this court is
asked to interpret the language of the CBA. This court reviews the agency's interpretation of a
contract de novo, because contract interpretation is an area that the court has at least as much
r
expertise in as an agency. byisconsin ~ n d - U s e G

~ ASS
S

'n v. PSC, 21 8 Wis. 2d 558, 565-66,58 1

N.W.2d 556 (Ct. App. 1998).

III. DISCUSSION
A. The Commksion'sInterpretation of Ww. St&

5 111.70(3)(~)4and the Dynamic Status

"

Quo Doctrine.

MERA is legislation designed to protect fair practices between parties and their collective
bargaiping representatives. In order to protect and encourage fair collective bargaining, the
statutes contain provisions that include prohibited practices. Wis. Stat, 5 111.70(3) lists these
prohibited practices. In the instant case, the Commission concluded that the District violated
Wis. Stat. 111.70(3)(a)4, which prbhibits a party from "[refusing] to collectively bargain with a
representative of the majority of its e~ployeesih an appropriate collective bargaining unit." The
Commission concluded that the District violated the statute by unilaterally altering the "status
quo." The dynamic status quo doctrine exists to help protect and encourage fair collecti,ve.
.

.

bargaining and requires employersto avoid unilateral changes by imposing a duty to bargain. It
.

.

also exists to maintain the rights and privileges for each party established by previous collective
bargaining agreements. As the

omm mission notes in its decisiod, the duty timaintain the status'
.

quo manifests in three particular situations: (1) while

collecti?ely
bargain their initial
,

agreement; (2) during the term of a collective bargaining agreement, unless the parties have

.

already exhausted their bargaining obligation as shown by the language covering the subject or
by bargaining history; and (3) after a contract has expired and until a successor agreement is
finalized. Sun Prairie,Dec. No. 31 190-B at 16.
The collective bargaining agreements between District and the Union have contained
very specific provisions explaining the procedures to be applied with respect to seniority, job
posting, filling vacancies, layoffs, and rehires. Article VII contains the language addressing
these procedures. Specifically, in relevant part, article VII states:
7.02 Job Posting
Whenever there is a job opening within the bargaining unit caused by a termination,
promotion, transfer or creation of new position, the Employer shall within five (5)
working days post the vacancy on bulletin boards used by employees, notify employees
who may be absent from the School District because of summer vacation or scheduled
vacation periods, if such employee requests notification and provides the District with the
appropriate self-addressed, stamped envelope(s), or notify the Union officers in writing
that the job is being discontinued. The posting notice shall be dated and list the
classification and salary of the position and a general outline pf qualifications required of
applicants and duties to be performed. The vacancy notice shall be posted five (5)
working days and applications are due by 4:30 p.m. on the f i f i day....
A bulletin board (or bulletin boards) will be designated by the Union in each building
where all employees would normally see the posting notices. Any notices will be posted

on all designated bulletin boards and a copy of the notice will be sent to all Union
Stewards. Dwing summer or vacation periods an employee will receive notice of posting
by mail if employee furnishes the District Office with a stamped self-addressed envelope.
The District will provide a copy of all job descriptions in effect as of that date to Local 60
Vice Presidents. Local 60 Vice Presidents will be provided with a copy of the updated
job description when a job description changes.
7.03 Filling Vacancies
An employee interested in such position shall file a written request by 4:30 p.m. of the
fifth day of the posting with the Director of Humao Resources. The selection of any
applicant to fill the job vacancy shall be made on ihe basis of skill, ability, and seniority.
If the skill and ability of two or more employees is relatively equal, the employee with
the greatest district-wide seniority shall be chosen. The qualified senior employee shall
be ... given the position within thir- (30) working days of the date of posting. The
employee shall have a forty-five (45) working day probationary period ...
7.04 Layoff

In the event that it is necessary to discontinue a bargaining unit position, the first
em~lovee
- . laid-off shall be the last em~loveehired fleast senior) ~rovidedthat the senior
emplovees
- - are gualified to perform thi k u i r i d wdrk, except that all seasonal and .
temporary empioyees in the same employ~egroup (as defined in 6.02 [Dl) set for a layoff
shall be laid off pursuant to this article prior to any full-time or regular part-time
employees being laid off.
'

Notice -The District will give at least fourteen (14) calendar days notice of layoff. The
layoff notice shall specify the effective date of layoff. A copy of this notice will be sent
to the vice presidents of the Union. Any employee laid-off shall receive such notice in
writing.
If an employee whose position is being discontinued or bumped ..: decides to bump
another bargaining unit employee, said employee must fust exercise hidher option to
bump a junior employee within hislher job classification, provided said bumping
employee is qualified to perform the required work.
7.05 Rehire
Employees on layoff with seniority shall be recalled after the exhaustion of all possible
jobpostings in the order of their seniority to vacant positions for which they are qualified
prior to the hiring of any new employees. Any recalled employee shall retum to work
within ten (10) days of recall notice or lose recall status.
The CBA also includes Article XVII, which addresses amendments and the duration of
the cgreement.
Specifically; sectibn 17.01 &tes:
..
.

..

. . '. "This agreement koriititutes the entiree~greem&tbetween the parties and .noverbal

statements shall supersede any'of its provisions. Any amendment supplemental'hereto
unless executed in writing by ihk parties hereto.
shall not be binding upon either

"The waiver of any breach, term or condition of this agreement by either party shall not
constitute a precedent in the future enforcement of all its terms and conditions."
Despite these provisions, in 1985 the Union and the District began holding special bump
meetings for SETA employees each summer. The practices at these bump meetings ran contrary
to the specific language in the CBA pertaining to layoff notice, hiring, and bumping. Both the
Union and the District willingly engaged in these meetings until 2004, when the District decided
to end the meetings. In March of 2004, as part of its initial bargaining proposal for a successor

CBA,the District notified the Union that it tenounced the SETA bump meeting practice. In May

2004, the District reaffirmed its intention of stopping the bump meeting practice and ultimately
did not hold such a meeting that summer. The collective bargaining agreement in place at the
time that the District began to renounce the SETA bump meetings was set to expire oli June 30,
2004.
The Commission decided that the District violated Wis. Stat. 5 111.70(3)(a)4 by refusing
to collectively bargain with the Union by unilaterally alfering the status quo when it failed to
utilize the summer bump meeting procedure in 2004.' Although the practices at the SETA
summer bump meetings were contrary to the provisions in the CBA with respect to layoffs, job
posting, and rehires, the Commission concluded the "consistent twenty-year" meeting practice to
be part of the status quo "that should not be subject to termination by unilateral employer action
while bargaining is still proceeding." Sun Prairie, 17. The Commission conceded that Section
.

. .

.

.

,

17.01 of the CBA gave the District a contractual right to renouixe the unvhipen,
.
@i&@y;
...
.
. . ..
,

,. .

,..

?

.

.

.

: : .. -..

agreeable practice of the summer bump meetings. The Commission also concluded that this

.'

contractual right to renounce the bump meetings was subject to a duty to bargain with the Union.
The Commission based this conclusion entirely on its interpretation of a prior Commission's
.

.

. .

decision iri City of Stevens Point, which contrary to the Commission's conclusion in the present
case, actually held that where the employer has a cle&~contractualright, it may exercise that

.

. .

The Union.and the Commission invoke the status quo in theinitant case under the %id prong listed above,
suggestingthat the unfair bargaining action by the District occurred after the CBA had expired. This is also known
as a contract hiatus situation. I disagree that thiiis a hiatus situation btcause the Districtgave clear notice several
months before the CBA expired that the bump meetings would be ending. Also, the renounced bump meeting was
expected to occur by the middle of June, which was also prior to the expiration of the CBA. Instead, the facts of this
case more closely resemble the second prong l i i d above regarding the status quo doctrine. The District renounced
the bump meetings in its initialproposal to the Union submitted in March for a successor agreement to the 20022004 CBA. In a later proposal that May, theDistrict renounced the,bump meetings again and iridicated that there
would be no bump-meeting that June. Since the existing CBA expired on June 30, I cannot characterize the situation
as a contract hiatus. It does, however, meet the recognized status quo situation:where the parties are negotiating a
successor CBA prior to the expiration of the current agreement. Therefore, both parties were obligated to act within
their rights set forth by status quo.

.

...

. ... .. .

. . . .. .
'

~

I

right to change a past practice that violates the agreement. The Commission also addressed the
,previousdecision of Outagamie County,which confirms the Stevens Point holding that where an
employer has a clear contractual right, it may renounce a practice in conflict with the agreement.
The Commission distinguished Oufagainie Counp from its interpretation in the instant case by
the fact that the Outagamie County contract hiatus followed an initial-CBAand there had not
.

been any successor agreements. The Commission concluded this was
.. significantly
:
different
..

, ..

, .

.

froin the present case, where the bump meeting practice has occurred for 20 years k i d s t many
successor collective bargaining agreements.
The District argues that thecommission erroneously
interpreted Wis. Stat. 8
. .

'

.

1.11.70(3)(a)4 and dramat'ically changed its application of the dynamicstatus quo doctrine. The

. .

.

District claims that the Commission's decision creates obligations by an employer under the
.

.

i dynamic status quo doctrine that are inconsistent with the long recognized bbundaries set forth in

previous Commission decisions. Also, the District asserts that the "fundamental principles" of
Wisconsinlabor law established in the Commission's Village ofSaukvilte decision and the,status
brinciples confirmed in Stevens Point and Outag&ie ~ounfy'willno longer hold given the
Commission's decision.

. .

.

The Union argues that the Sun Prairie Commission's decision is entirely reasonable and
that even under the due weight standard of review, should be affirmed unless the court finds the
District's position to be more reasonable. The Union argues that the Commission's decision
draws on decades of Commission and Wisconsin and federal labor law authorities, consciously
seeks to maintain the delicate balance of interests that exist between employer and
unionslemployees (promoting the overall purposes of the statute), and articulates a persuasive

.

.

proposition that an employer may hot disavow a long-standing inconsistent past practice during a

I

I

II

I

II

contractual hiatus that has occurred over a series of successor contracts.

Past decisions by the Commission have indicated a general rule that the dynamic status
quo doctrine protected a party's rights already achieved through collective bargaining. The
Commission's decision in Village of Saukville states the following:
We think it well understood that the status quo doctrine generally entitles the parties to
retain those rights and privileges in existence when the old contract expired which are
primarily related to wages, hours and conditions of employment while they bargain over
what rights they will have under the next contract. . .

.

When parties bargain a contract, they agree that for the duration of that contract their
rights and privileges are established by the terms of that agreement. Thus, it is well
settled that during the term of a contract, neither party has the obligation to bargain with
the other over matters addressed by that contract. Inevitably, opportunities or
circumstances may k s e during the term of a contract which can cause either party to
regret the terms of the agreement into which they have entered. However, that regret does
not provide a valid basis for compelling the other party to reopen the terms of a contract.
Instead, it is commonly understood by all parties that when bargaining a contract, they
must try to anticipate potential opportunities and changed circumstances which arise
during the term of their contract and then to seek contract provisions which may allow
them to take advantage of these opportunities or changed circumstances. ...
The status quo doctrine does no more than continue the allocation of rights and
opportunities reflected by the ferns of the expired contract while the parties bargain a
successor agreement. ... The dynamic status quo allows parties to exercise rights which
they have acquired through the collective bargaining process. .. Thus, rather than being
unfair and at odds with collective bargaining, our result r e c o w s the fundamental
fairness of giving both parties an opp~rtuniGto bargain a contract which allocates rights
.
and privileges and then requirinithem to live by that allocation until a subsequent .
contract is &ached. Put another bay, the duty t i bargain presents parties with
oppokunities to establish the terms of their relationship and then provides them with a
G o d of stability during which they live with the bargain they have struck.

.

Village ofSaukville, Dec. No. 28032-B at 21-22 m R C , 3/22/96) (footnotes omitted).

The standard set forth in Saukvjlle regarding rights under the status quo with respect to
the collectivi bargaining

is that partiei'are-entitled30retain those rights and privileges

in existence when the old contract expired which are primarily related to wages, hours and

conditions of employment." Id. at 22. Further, ''the dynamic status quo allows parties to exercise
the rights which they have acquired through the collective bargaining process." Id. One of these
rights is that "neither party has the obligation to bargain over matters addressed by that contract."
Id. The reasoning behind this standard is that parties collectively bargain an agreement that

should last until the successor agreement is reached. If one party comes to "regret" a condition
of that agreement, the party must live with it until the parties successfully negotiate a new
agreement or came to an impasse.
The status quo doctrine and past contrary practice versus contractual rights were
specifically addressed in City of Stevens Point. There, the Commission was presented with a
situation where an employer (the City of Stevens Point) had been promoting employees
(firefighters) based solely on seniority. This practice was clearly in conflict of the CBA which
required the employer to consider several criteria, incluctng seniority, when promoting
employees. During the negotiations of the successor contract, the employer unilaterally altered
its practice of giving promotions based solely on seniority, and instead implemented a new
process that was more consistent with the language in the CBA. The Commission concluded that
this was not a violation of the status quo because the past practice was in clear violation of the
specific language of the CBA and the employer had the right to implement a practice that was
more in line with the conditions that had been collectively bargained. Id. at 7. In other words,
Stevens Point holds that where the employer has a clear contractual right, it may exercise that
it

right to change a past practice that violates the agreement.

In Stevens Point, the Commission mentioned that the Union had waived on several

,

occasions any right it may have
.
..had to collectively bargain the new promotional process.
..
.

.

.

.

,

However, the Commission did not declare that this sort of bargaining was required when altering

a past practice that was contrary to the CBA. Instead, the Commission indicated that if there was
a duty to bargain out of such a behavior, then the employer had met this duty and the union had
waived it. Specifically, the Commission wrote, "[A]ssuming arguendo, that the City had a duty
to bargain the details of a promotional policy consistent with the parties specific contract
language on that subject, the duty was llfilled when the City offered, and the Union refused, to
bargain about such details in October of 1983." Id. at 8. The Commission in the instant case
interpreted this language to set forth specific criteria for altering the contrary practice under the
status quo when the parties have a long-standing acquiescence in such a practice, spanning at
least one set of successor contract negotiations. The two criteria are (1) the party wishing to
change the practice must give clear notice; and (2) the party wishing to change the practice must
provide a meaningful opportunity to change the Iangurrge in the contract. I do not agree that
Stevens Point sets forth these criteria, as the Commission in that case did not actually rule that
such a duty to bargain existed, but rather discussed the duty hypothetically.

In 0utag&ie Counw, the Commission addressed a situation,where the county and its
employees were in a hiatus situation and the county renounced its past practice to conform to the
language of the CBA. The Commissipn rejected the union's argument that the county had
unilaterally changed the status quo. Instead, the Commission declared, "Where a party has
previously bargained a clear right, it is consistent with the dynamic nature of the status quo to
conclude said party is entitled to exercise that right during a contract hiatus and repudiate a
.

.

. .

contrary practice;" Id. at9. lo the instant case, tbe Commission has interpreted this language

:

from Outagamie County to be "dicta" and 'hecessarily sweeping." SunPrairie, 22. The
.

~or$nissionthen,tried to distance.its .decision in Sun Prairie from Outagamie further by
..

stressing the fact that Outagmie 's hia& was following an initial CBA, where there had been no

successor agreements. This, they argued, is considerably different from Sun Prairie where there
have been numerous successor agreements. Sun Prairie, 22. Neither of these arguments is
persuasive. The so-called "dicta" of Outagamie County is actually the major premise of the
decision and holding. Also, the "status quo" doctrine has not been construed in past decisions by
the Commission to afford different rights according to how they attained "status quo" standing.
The Commission has addressed the dynamic status quo doctrine in the past and
established several relevant principles when determining parties' rights with regard to past
practice and contractual provisions. In ViNage of Saubjlle, the Commission clearly articulated
that "[tlhe status quo doctrine does no more than continue the allocation of rights and
opportunities reflected by the terms of the expired contract while the parties bargain a successor
agreement. ... The dynamic status quo allows parties to exercise rights which they have acquired
through the collective bargaining process." Id. at 22. The Commission reasoned that this
interpretation protects and encourages fair collective bargaining by holding the parties to their
agreement and preserves the rights that the parties have collectively bargained. Id. In
Outagamie County, the Commission concluded that an employer could revert to a practice
consistent with the CBA during a hiatus situation. Specifically, the Commission wrote, "Where
a party has previously bargained a clear right, it is consistent with the dynamic nature of the
. .

statwj quo to conclude said party is entitled to exercise that right during a contract hiatus and
repudiate a contrary practice." '0utagamie County, 9.
Given this history, it is more reasonable to conclude that the District did not violate Wis.
Stat. '5 111.70(3)(a)4 and the status quo by ending the summer bump meetings. The CBA and
the Commission's decision clearly illustrate that the District had the contractual right to end the
bump meetings, where practices occurred that were contrary to the CBA. The District renounced

these meetings in its initial proposal for a successor agreement, oreating a status quo situation.
Past ~om&ssion decisions have consistently concluded that in a status quo situation, parties are
entitled to the rights that they obtained through collective bargaining. In this situation, the
District had collectively bargained the right to end this contrary practice, and did so legally.
Therefore, I reverse the Commission's decision to the extent it concluded the District violated
Wis. Stat. 5 111.70(3)(a)4and the dynamic status quo by unilaterally ending the SETA summer
bump meetings.

B. The Commission's Interpretation of Wk.StaL 5 111.70(3)(a)5 and section 7.04 of the
Collective Bargaining Agreement.

The Commission also concluded that the District violated Wis. Stat. 5 111.70(3)(a)S by
failing to provide three SETA employees (Ott, Funnel, and Walsh) with adequate layoff notice
and bumping rights within the meaning of section 7.04 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement.
d violate Wis. Stat. 5 111.70(3)(a)4,it is clear that
While I conclude above that the District d ~ not
once the District renounced the summer bump meeting practice, it then had to comply with the
bumping provisions of the CBA in order to comply with Wis. Stat. 5 111.70(3)(a)5. Specifically,
$ 111.70(3)(a)5 declares that it is a prohibited practice under MERA:

To violate any collective bargaining agreement previously agreed upon by the parties
with respect to wages, hours and conditions of employment affecting municipal
employees, including an agreement to arbitrate questions arising as to the meaning or
application of the terms of a collective bargaining agreement or to accept the terms of
such arbitration award, where previously the parties have agreed to accept such award as
final and binding upon them.
Since the three SETA employees were arguably laid off in August of 2004, and the active
CBA expired on June 30 of 2004, the parties were in a status quo situation invoked by contract
hiatus. Therefore, the three employees were entitled to their rights under the expired CBA with
respect to wages, hours, and conditions of employment. In coming to this conclusion, the

Commission decided that Ott, Funnel, and Walsh were effectively laid-off despite apparent
ambiguities within the terms of the contract and despite the assertion by the District that it
merely offered Ott, Funnel, and Walsh new job opportunities. The Commission also concluded
~
that the duty to provide layoff notice and bumping rights remained under the status q u as
relating to conditions of employment.
The District disagrees with the Commission and asserts that the court should reverse the
decision that it violated section 7.04 of the CBA. The District makes the following arguments:
1) The ~
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provided them with an opportunity to transfer into new positions; 2) the District also asserts that
the Commission erred in concluding that a "one-position" job classification would be textually
inconsistent with the intra-classification bumping rights described in section 7.04; 3) the District
argues that one cannot interpret the language of a contract by refemng to past practices regarding
what occurred at the summer bump meetings, which were not in compliance with the CBA; and
4) the District argues that since the Union does not cite to the record with respect to findings of

fact, this court must accept the facts as the District asserts.
The District's argument that it did not lay off Ott, Funnel, and Walsh, but instead
provided them opportunities to transfer is not persuasive. The District directly got in touch with
these three SETA employees and informed them that the status of their current positions was in
serious doubt and provided them with eight vacant positions. The Commission, in its Order on
Rehearing, asserted that "the record is quite clear that the District had reached a final decision
regarding the job status of these employees... [It] is clear that the District had placed their status
sufficiently in question to pose some risk to their livelihoods and thereby motivate them to apply
for the vacancies." Sun Prairie, at 4. This behavior suggests that the District had no intention of

:

~

:

continuing the positions for 0% Funnel, and Walsh, therefore I am not persuaded that the
District merely offered new positions to these three SETA employees. The District further
argues that the 14-day layoff notice is not "self-executing" and that it took a "wait and see"
approach to the SETA vacancies. However, this argument fails because it is clear the District
took positive action rather than a "wait and see approach" by alerting the three SETA employees
that their specific positions would not be available in the coming year. 1 conclude the three
SETA employees were laid off and deserved their collectively bargained right to choose from not
only the eight vacant positions, but also any other position into which they had the right to bump.
Regarding the argument concerning intra-classifi cation bumping rights, I agree with the
District that a "one-position" job classification would not be textually inconsistent with the
section 7.04, because as long as there are classifications eweloping more than one employee, the
CBA language retains meaning. Therefore, I reverse that conclusion by the Commissioa.
However, this reversal does not affect the present case because I affirm the Commission's
c~nclusionthat all SETA employees fall under one classification together. The fact that the

CBA includes language allowing equally qualified SETA employees to bump less senior
(nonexempt) SETA employees indxcates the existence of this classification, as do the parties'
actions in the past; the parties seem to have agreed that all SETA employees were in one
classification as they were invited to summer bump meetings for the express purpose of
determining the next year's assignments within the SETA group.
The District's argument that the past practice of the summer bump meetings should not
be considered when determining ambiguous contractual language is not persuasive. While the
bump meetings contained procedures that were contrary to the CBA, this does not mean that the
court is precluded from determining the intentions of parties with respect to ambiguities in the
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CBA. At the bump meetings, the parties were not following the proper procedural method of
bumping under section 7.04 of the CBA. However, as stated above it was clear from the parties'
actions that they considered all SETA employees to be part of one classification regardless of the
procedural defects with the summer bump meetings. Therefore, it was not erroneous for the
Commission to examine the past practice of the bump meetings, as the District asserts.
Finally, the District argues that if a party fails to cite to the record, that an appellate court
is "improperly burdened." Therefore, theDistrict asserts that said party may be held to the facts
set forth in the opposing party's brief. This is based entirely on a footnote in Sulzer v. Diedrieh,
2002 WI App 278,112,258 Wis. 2d 684,654 N.W.2d 67. The District suggests that the Union's
deferral to the Commission's Findings of Fact creates a situation where this court should rely
only on the District's assertion of the facts. 1do not find Sulzer to be controlling or relevant here
because the Union's citations to the Commission's Findings of Fact are appropriate. Under wellsettled administrative agency law it is up to the District to show that the commission's decision
depends on any findings of fact not supported by substantial evidence in the record. It has not
done so.
Therefore I partially affirm and partially reverse the Commission's decision with respect
to the District's violition of Wis. Stat. 4 111.70(3)(a)5 and section 7.04 of the Collective
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Bargaining ~ ~ e r n e nI ta.f h n the Commission's conciusion that the ~istrictviolatehWis.
Siat. § 111.70(3)(@)5by failin8 to provide ~ t t Funnel,
,
and Walsh with the appropriate layoff
notice and bumping rights afforded to them under section 7.04 afthe CBA, and affirm the
piospective relief ordered pursuant to that conclusion.' I revers; the Commission's overarching.

As part o f its order, the Commission.ordorcd the District to post notices indicating that it would no longer violate
Wis. Stat. $5 1 1 1.70(3)(a)4 rind 5. Because I conclude that the District has not violated subparagraph 4 but has
-violated subparagraph 5 , these notices should eliminate reference to subpwdgrapt~4.

.

interpretation of the contract that there cannot be one-person subcategories of the SETA
classification.

IV.CONCLUSION
For the reasons stated above, I reverse the Commission's decision to the extent it
concluded the District violated Wis. Stat. 5 111,70(3)(a)4 and the dynamic status quo by
unilaterally ending the SETA summer bump meetings. I also reverse the Commission's
overarching interpretation of the CBA that there 'cannot be ane-person subcategories of the
.

.. .

SETA classification. ~ o.w. e i e rI, a

h the Commission's conc~ksi'on
Wthe Dlstrict viorated'

Wis. Stat. 5 111.70(3)(a)5 by failing to provide Ott, Funnel, and Walsh with the appropriate
layoff notice and bumping rights afforded to them under section 7.04 of the CBA, and also

a&m the prospective relief ordered pursuant to that conclusion.

Dated: July 27,2007
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